
Bude field trip

19 – 22 Sept 2016



North Cornwall



General Geology of the Area

• Overall geological structure
• The Culm Synclinorium downfolded area

• Stretches from East to West across Northern Cornwall and Devon

• Devonian (Older) sedimentary rocks to the North and South

• Carboniferous (Younger) sedimentary rocks in the middle

• Intense folding at the end of the Carboniferous Period during the Variscan 
Orogeny

• Variscan Orogeny
• Gondwana moving North collides with Laurussia

• Eventually forms Pangea

• Forces in a North-South direction



Devon & Cornwall Geology



Fold Definitions



Variscan Orogeny – Plate Positions



Variscan Orogeny



Day 1 – 19 Sept

Maer cliffs



Northcott Mouth



Walk to Maer Cliffs



Maer Cliffs

• Rock Type
• Holesworthy Group (formerly the Culm Group)

• Upper Carboniferous sandstone and mudstone

• Several kilometres thick

• Highly folded into antiforms and synforms
• Chevron folds exposed by sea erosion on beach

• Overfolding makes it difficult to know which is the ‘right’ way up

• Direction of antiforms ‘Vs’ point out to sea
• Hence fold axis is roughly at right angles to the cliffs

• Indicates a North-South compressive force

• Chevron Folds
• Occur with a high percentage of mudstone to sandstone

• High sandstone ratio results in more rounded folds



Chevron folds



Synform at Maer Cliffs



Thick sandstone band as a sea stack



Day 2 – 20 Sept

Crackington Haven, 
Millock and Bude



Crackington 
Haven



Arriving at Crackington Haven



Crackington Haven – Geological Setting

• Complex Folding in Cliffs
• Variscan orogeny in two stages of crust shortening

• Over a period of ~100MY

• First was by North – South forces and then by East – West forces

• Open and Chevron folding observed

• Upside Down or Right Way Up?
• Antiforms with youngest rocks on the outside

• Synforms with youngest rocks on the inside

• Hence the right way up!

• Quartz Veining
• Apparent in lighter Sandstones but not in the darker Mudstones

• Quartz is ‘sweated’ out during intense deformation and flows into cracks in 
the more brittle Sandstone.

• Mudstones are not sufficiently porous.

• Alternation Between Sandstone and Mudstone
• Attributed to Turbidite Flows



Crackington Haven



Folding in the cliffs



Folding in the cliffs at Crackington Haven #1



Folding in the cliffs at Crackington Haven #2



Folding in the cliffs at Crackington Haven #3



Folding in the cliffs at Crackington Haven #4



Showing beds dipping to the north and 
an East-West strike



Dipping beds in detail



Massive sandstone showing sole marks



Massive sandstone showing sole marks - underside



Looking at a typical turbidite sequence



Looking at a typical turbidite sequence



Looking for grading to determine right way up



Looking for grading to determine right way up



Looking for more fining-up.



Stretching of the rocks - boudinage



Millook



Millook

• Sandstone and Mudstone Rocks
• Southward facing inverted limb of a large overfold

• More intense folding than seen at Crackington Haven

• More brittle Sandstones deform by fracturing and buckling

• Mudstones are more ductile and are able to deform by 
stretching 

• Recumbent Chevron Folds
• Acute hinges filled with mud and thickened during formation

• Bedding the right way up but in a recumbent syncline

• Giant Horsetail Fossil (Calamites Suckowi)
• Found lying on the beach!

• Coal Measures from 300MYA

• The Turbidite Experiment!



Arrival at Millook - Recumbent chevron folding



The group at Millook



Lunch at Millook



Impressive folds 1



Impressive folds 2



Rosemary explaining how the folds are created



Way up structures, from flat base to 
sandstone to mudstone - Correct way up.



An acute chevron fold showing where dark grey 
mud had flowed into and thickened the hinge



Impressive dip



Calamites suckowi: a giant horsetail from the Coal 
Measures 300Ma that could have grown up to 30m tall.



The Turbidite Experiment



Bude



Bude Beach (South)

• Bude Formation Turbidite Structures
• Proximal turbidites laid down quickly (hours to days)

• Injection structures (Flutes) at base
• Initial coarse turbidite deposits disturb underlying finer sediments

• Ripple Marks at top
• Deposition halted

• Stable period when deep ocean currents shape the non-lithified surface

• Much later covered by the next turbidite event

• Whale Rock
• Folded turbidite sequence

• Fining Upwards; hence the ‘right way up’

• A ‘Pericline’
• Very tight anticline dipping at both sides and along length

• Slickensides on the flanks
• Indicates outer, younger turbidite beds have moved around the cylinder



The whales back,  Rock forming a Pericline.



Along the side of the whales back



Maybe burrows ???



Burrows



Injection structures known as flutes at 
the base of a turbidite



Pebbles and injection surface.



Ripple Marks



Dark organic material within the turbidite structure



Slickensides



Day 3 – 21 Sept

Crookets Beach and
High Maer Cliffs



Crookets Beach



Turbidites

• Turbidite flows created when mixed sediments are 
carried onto the continental shelf from rivers

• Build up on sloping ocean floor (marine shale)

• Eventually becomes unstable and collapses

• Creates very fast moving underwater avalanche down 
the slope

• Larger particles deposit first as avalanche slows

• Last deposits are fine mud

• Sorting preserved in later lithification

• Each event lasts for hours or days with very long 
periods between



Bouma Sequence



Crooklets Beach

• Graphic Logs taken of selected Turbidite Sequences
• Grain size estimated using hand lens

• Observed sequences were all roughly  ‘fining up’ and hence the right 
way up

• The coarsest ‘A unit  of the Bouma sequence was missing in all 
sequences observed

• Grain size alternating in units ‘C’&’D’ – Not classic Bouma

• Top layer was fine mudstone

• Further Dip & Strike measurements taken to add to 
measurements taken at Crackington Haven, Millook and Bude 
Beach (South)



Small anticline on Crookets Beach



Group photo on Crookets Beach



Rosemary explains the Bouma Sequence



Single Bouma sequence - one turbidite event



Multiple Bouma sequences - many turbidite events



High Maer Cliffs



Lunch



The surf boards and filming



After lunch at High Maer cliffs. Slump in erosional channels



Another slump channel, semi-lithified



On the walk to High Maer Cliffs



Folds on the walk to High Maer Cliffs



Honeycomb Tube Worm 
Sabellaria alveolata



Honeycomb Tube Worm          
Sabellaria alveolata



Chevron Folds at High Maer Cliffs



Extreme Folding at High Maer cliffs



Views at High Maer Cliffs



A panoramic view of High Maer Cliffs



High Maer Cliffs – old post card



Classroom Session

• Graphic Log Review
• Tentative conclusions:

• These turbidites were more distant from the ancient shore (Distal) explaining 
missing ‘A’ unit

• Mixing of ‘C’ & ‘D’ units due to two or more turbidite events before lithification

• Dip & Strike Measurements
• Results from measurements at Crackington Haven, Millook & Bude 

plotted on a Stereonet projection template

• Grouping of the plotted plane ‘Poles’ consistent with an East/West fold 
axis along this section of the coast.

• Consistent with Variscan Orogeny



Stereonet Basics for 
Plotting Dip and Strike



Dip and Strike Definitions



Stereonet Projections of Dip and Strike

2D  Representation of a 3D 
structure

Dip

Strike



Stereonet Plotting

Plane

Pole



Stereonet Plot – Great Circles and Poles

• Great circle plots 
quickly get cluttered

• Poles carry same strike 
and dip information 
and are easier to read 
and interpret

For tutorial see: 
https://www.see.leeds.ac.uk/fileadmin/Documen

ts/Admissions/Masters/step-

up/Introduction_to_stereonets_1.pdf

https://www.see.leeds.ac.uk/fileadmin/Documents/Admissions/Masters/step-up/Introduction_to_stereonets_1.pdf


Day 4 – 22 Sept

Tintagel and 
Barras Nose



Tintagel



Tintagel/Barras Nose – Geological Setting

• Three Distinct Formations
• Lower - Tredorn Slate (Upper Devonian)

• 372 – 359 MYA

• Part of Tamar Group

• 500 – 800 metres thickness

• Middle - Barras Nose (Lower Carboniferous)
• 359 – 331 MYA

• Grey/Black Mudstones with limestone modules

• Lenses of sheared vesicular tuff & lava

• 21 metres thickness

• Top – Tintagel Volcanics (Lower Carboniferous)
• 347 – 331 MYA

• Altered and foliated lavas and volcanic clasts

• 90 metres thickness

• Heavily faulted and folded in Variscan Orogeny



Walking down to Tintagel harbour



Rosemary explains the stratigraphy of the area



Tintagel Castle – Rock Types

• Tredorn Slate Stratum
• Faulted top and bottom by E/W tectonic action

• Protolith Mudstone metamorphosed into Slate mainly by pressure

• Described as ‘Green-grey, quartz chlorite, mica slate’

• Interbedded with thin, lenticular Limestone, Dolorstone and Tuff

• Shininess from mica formed along cleavage planes in response to 
strain

• Dolorstone
• Magnesium/Calcium Carbonate (Dolerite mineral)

• Local yellow colour caused by some magnesium being replaced by 
iron

• Tuff
• Tuff is Epiclastic

• Not deposited directly from volcanic activity

• Volcanic material deposited in the sea, sorted and deposited underwater 
producing sedimentary features.



Tintagel Castle



Recrystallization at Tintagel Castle



Epiclastic Tuff at Tintagel Castle



Epiclastic Tuff at Tintagel Castle



Mica development, Tintagel Castle



Side of Tintagel Castle - yellow rocks are Dolerite 
plus some Chlorite



Side of Tintagel Castle - yellow rocks are Dolerite 
plus some chlorite



Tintagel Head



Barras Nose



The walk to Barras Nose



View from Barras Nose



Barras Nose – Rock Types

• Barras Nose formation
• Bottom boundary is with the Tredorn Slate formation

• Heavily faulted

• Top boundary is a normal sedimentary sequence

• Described as ‘Dark grey to black Mudstones’
• Thin laminated beds some cross-laminated

• Graded silt and sand

• Contains oval modules of sideritic (Iron) carbonates, sandstone and 
fine grain limestone

• Thin fossiliferous limestone layer near the top

• Lenses of vesicular lava and tuff

• Goniatite fossil
• Ammonide cephalopods



Possibly the contact between the Tredorn slate 
and Barras nose formations



Sideritic carbonate cemented quartz  in the Barras 
Nose formation



Lava flows  in the Barras Nose formation



Tuff  in the Barras nose formation



Goniatite fossil  in the Barras nose formation



On the walk around Barras nose



At the top of the Barras Nose Formation -
iron cemented mudstone



Probably a lens of Tintagel Volcanic Formation



The End


